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P rovocative and poignant—that 

was the mood when the business 

and technical leaders on Chemical

Processing’s Editorial Advisory Board

convened recently to identify the

trends and opportunities shaping the

chemical industry.

For three-and-a-half uninterrupted

hours in a hotel meeting room 

at Chicago’s O’Hare International

Airport, they identified trends,

exchanged views and looked ahead to

the industry’s future. The event was

another step in CP’s effort to engage

the community in an ongoing examina-

tion of issues.

CP’s editors abridged the highlights

of the first half of the discussion 

for this article. Look for more in the

July issue.

Board members sharing their ideas

were Earl Beaver, retired director of

waste elimination, Monsanto Co.;

Timothy Bell, research associate at

DuPont; Karl Jacob, global technical

leader for solids processing at The

Dow Chemical Co.; Gloria Keesee, vice

president of information technology at

Ashland Chemical Co.; Norman Li,

president of NL Chemicals; David M.

Pond, vice president of chemical 

technology at Eastman Chemical Co.;

William Smith, executive director of

global manufacturing services at Eli

Lilly and Co.; and Dan H. Stites,

president of the Process Operating Co.

at Fluor Daniel.

The discussion was led by Peter

Knox, CP editor-in-chief and associate

publisher.

Driving technology
Knox: What

emerging tech-

nological changes

promise the great-

est benefit to

plant profitability?

Smith: Agility with supply arrange-

ments is something that’s most impor-

tant to us, and part of my role in Eli

Lilly is to free up cash from inside 

the business to fund the R&D end.

What keeps [our 

company] alive is

spending almost

20% of our sales

on R&D and hav-

ing that be pro-

ductive. We’ve got

to continue to

drive efficiencies out of our organiza-

tion. If you’re going to be quick, you’ve

got to find out what the new technology

is and how you might apply it, make an

assessment of it and get moving.

Bell: I agree 

completely with

the emphasis on

agility. One of

the things that

happens, from a

technology stand-

point, is a product

is developed at bench top, and that

goes to an expanded capacity of a pilot

plant or manufacturing operation and

there are problems. Where there is an

opportunity to improve the agility or

the development speed is to help make

sure that the whole train, from the 

person at the plant—who will ultimately

be making this—to the person that’s

developing it, knows what all of the

issues are as the product goes through

its life-cycle from the bench to the

manufacturing. In the past, these

things were thrown over a succession

of fences, and that doesn’t work when

you need to be fast.

Jacob: You don’t

see any more of

the traditional,

“Let’s invent it,

let’s take it to a

mini plant, let’s

take it to a pilot

plant, let’s take it

to a market development plant and

then to a production plant.” Process

and product development are often

going on simultaneously with engi-

neering the full-scale plant. So you’re

operating in a world where you may

not have all the data to build that plant.

All that causes discomfort for folks.

It’s a whole new paradigm in which

engineers are being asked to operate.

Stites: Lilly has

made pretty good

progress in this

area. Historically,

the pharmaceuti-

cal industry has

had unique proj-

ects where one

assignment is completed by a person

who does the conceptual engineering,

and then it’s tossed over the fence to

someone who would do the detailed

engineering, and they’ll toss it over 

the fence to someone who’ll do the 

construction and they’ll toss it over the

fence to someone who’ll do the valida-

tion and get approval. As a service com-

pany you don’t make serious mistakes

within a silo of responsibility. Where

they make mistakes and have problems

is at interfaces. Our experience has been

that those interfaces can be broken

down and you assemble one team.

Li: I did a study

quite a few years

ago on some of the

major industrial

products from the

inception of an

idea to the prod-

uct in the market-

place. Surprisingly, in the early days it

would take something like 20 years to

develop something. My experience with

the multifunctional teams is that they

should be able to cut through this.

Beaver: Another

aspect that I see 

is combinatorial

chemistry and

comp utat i on a l

chemistry leading

to whole families

of new molecules.

In the past it would have taken ages 

to build a library of that size. Being

able to come up with a thousand new 

compounds in a very short period of

time and get whatever works out into

the marketplace quickly means that
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agility is going to translate

into the ability to use

existing facilities that

were built to be flexible or

agile in terms of what they

can produce.

Economic trends
Knox: What are some 

of the big issues in the

economy today?

Beaver: There is a

focus—on the part of

what I consider to be un-

successful companies—on

developing better solutions

to yesterday’s problems or today’s

problems. They tend not to have the

foresight to think about what the

products will be and what the process

streams will look like and, therefore,

what the technologies will be. The

same is true with economics. They

judge things by today’s standards. Who

would have foreseen 20 years ago that

companies would have to start carrying

future health cost as a current cost on

their books. That has made a big 

difference in the culture of companies.

So, the ability to have the vision from

an economic trend standpoint and also

from a technical trend standpoint—so

that you are dealing with tomorrow’s

values instead of dealing with today’s

or yesterday’s—is absolutely crucial 

for the survivors.

Smith: Most of the consolidations

are defensive. Our studies show that 

in the pharmaceutical industry if you

took the independent market shares of

every merged company and added

them up and said, “OK, there ought to

be some synergy—they should wind

up with a higher percentage of the

global market share after they merge.”

Every merged entity wound up with

less than the sum of market share

going in. So, in fact, they lost market

share and all of them consumed share-

holder economic value-added by throw-

ing together. So, to us that’s a very

strong statement that it’s technology

you ought to be acquiring, and if you

do that you can sustain your growth 

in the future. Otherwise, you wind up

consuming shareholder wealth.

Stites: One of the other trends that’s

been around for several years now is

traditional chemical companies moving

into what is now called life sciences—

nutraceuticals, agrichemicals and phar-

maceuticals.

Bell: The drive to increase share-

holder value means you’re trying to

drive stock prices up. Stock prices are

higher for companies that are believed

to have a life sciences component.

Knox: How can chemical companies

plan for the long term while maintain-

ing stable quarterly reports?

Pond: What we

try to do is con-

tinue to maintain

about 20% of our

R&D funding for

long-term work,

and we work hard

to guard that.

As long as we’ve been able to keep 

paid off with some new things, there’s

no problem dealing with the short

term. Everybody wants to help with

that. The challenge is how can you do a

little for the long term.

Stites: A good way to balance

between the short and long term 

is to recognize the company’s core 

competency—typically it’s to discover

the molecule and then market the

product.

Bell: There is an ongoing need for

corporate CEOs or investor relations

people to educate the stock market

analysts on the nature of our businesses.

There is a lot more sympathy for long-

term R&D spending in a pharmaceutical

company than there is in a chemical

company. There is wisdom on the part

of a corporate executive to recognize

the R&D projects that are going to 

die and the ones that aren’t. It’s a real 

valuable skill that’s maybe not held

widely enough.

Team-based decisions
Knox: How widespread is team-based

decision-making? Is there a downside?

Jacob: For one thing, science wasn’t

democratic the last time I checked.

That is the one danger I find in teams.

It’s good to have teams, but it’s impor-

tant to have people who understand

technology issues when you’re making

technology-based decisions or business

when you’re making business deci-

sions. With one man, one vote when

the whole team’s getting together, all of

a sudden you end up with a decision

that isn’t the right one.

Beaver: Our culture in the United

States, in my view, is that decisions are

The Chemical Processing Editorial Advisory Board met in Chicago to examine trends, issues and challenges.
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always the province of a person. The team can gather data.

The team can generate alternatives. The team can build an

action plan. But sooner or later it comes down to a decision by

a person. I don’t see many situations where a team takes a

democratic vote.

Pond: Many decisions these days are so complex, and the

downside of a wrong decision is so heavy. What you need is a

small team. Big teams don’t do too much. But if you have three

or four people that have the fire—maybe have one that’s the

leader—the leader’s very important, for sure.

Smith: At some point that leader or another individual 

has to be accountable. Once you say the team is accountable,

then no one is accountable and things just happen.

Bell: On engineering efforts there are a lot of teams, but 

the final responsibility for the actions of the team winds up

being an individual’s. On the whole, we’re not hearing a lot

internally about teams right now. Not to say that they are

being diminished, but that was last year’s news—or maybe

even five years ago. We’re on to other issues right now, and

we’re just accepting where we are on teams. I don’t see as much

energy being put into team building and team technology.

Keesee: I think it’s because cross-

functional teams are mainstream now.

Teams make recommendations, and then

there is usually a leader who makes 

the final call but you have to have the

cross-functionality. The downside is that 

they do sometimes take forever to make 

decisions. You have to have a deadline, an

outcome, deliverables—when you want the deliverable delivered.

Beaver: Teams have followed the trend of the NASA space

project, which is wild enthusiasm at first—where everybody

is putting in the teams—and then mild concern because some

errors happen and people begin to be a little concerned about

teams. Then comes deep despair followed by the search for

the guilty, the punishment of the innocent and the reward to

the nonparticipant.

Knox: There’s been a spurt of accidents, with 30 people dead

from six incidents in the last five months. Has the movement

toward teams thrust unqualified people into key decision-

making roles?

Pond: Our culture is such that we just don’t have accidents.

I don’t know that there’s a linkage between teams and accidents.

Smith: The risk is seeing failures attributed to the team,

when much of it wasn’t the team. The team probably was fine.

It was management that basically abdicated and said, “I’ll put

a team in charge of that process. They are now running the

CIRCLE 216
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show. Look how well everything is being accomplished.” And

then management didn’t make certain that the training was

done, and they didn’t check to be sure the training was active

and utilized on a daily basis. The issue comes not with 

the team. The teams struggle along the best they can. Plant 

management is the one that really needs to continue to find

out what needs to be accomplished to operate that plant in

compliance and in control.

Keeping qualified people
Knox: What are companies doing to keep qualified, experienced

people and to gain their trust?

Li: I read a recent report that was really scary. They said the

average duration of a professional with a company is 3.4 years.

The last report I read before that said somebody would

change jobs six times in his career. That would give you a 

little longer because, say a career span is 30 or 40 years, divide

by six, and you’ve got six or seven years. Now they said 3.4.

Keesee: What I’m seeing is five to 10 years. In the informa-

tion technology field, it is also typical for a person to retrain 

every four years to get new skills, to get current. That’s the

way the IT professionals were trained—to always manage

your own career.

Beaver: I’m not so sure that it’s as bad as I thought it was

when I started observing it, because I was making the 

judgement with my values. In today’s values, it’s natural to

have your personal capital invested in your skills as opposed to

your longevity with your existing employer. Now companies

are letting you take lump-sum pensions, and pensions are

becoming more portable. Ten years ago if you were changing

jobs every three to five years you had nothing. You wouldn’t

even invest in one until you were gone from the other. Now

you have got a rolling lump sum that goes from place to place.

To me the issue is whether companies are prepared for the

consequences of the loss of loyalty.

Bell: As cultures have evolved and business needs have

CIRCLE 217
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evolved, suddenly you’ve got an organi-

zation that’s populated with people

looking for stability in a world without

stability. Even if you offer all of these

financial inducements and you make

them whole when they change jobs,

it’s still not what they wanted.

Keesee: We owe it to our employees

to say this is happening. It is a new

world. It is not a stable world. And

that’s why I say they’re retooling.

People in the information technology

field have known that for years. What

we have not done, from the employer

perspective, is we haven’t let people

know that while you’re here you’re very

valuable, but life does go on and you

need to make certain that you have

personal skills or professional skills to

keep you moving forward—to keep

you whole. Once we start doing that,

we start getting the trust of the

employees—maybe not all the older

ones, but the younger groups.

Li: We’re talking about young

chemists and chemical engineers. I

happen to have a chance to talk to

quite a few of them—my son is a

chemical engineer and his friends 

are engineers. The values they hold 

are something like—although the

CIRCLE 218



compensation is important, they also

have a high regard for things like 

independence and authority, and the

chance of learning is very important

and having the company pay for their

MBA. Compensation is important, but

it is only part of it.

Stites: That’s perfectly right. The

company’s loyalty to the employees 

has historically been viewed as part 

of the employees compensation and 

what we get back from the employee 

is loyalty in return and other things.

For very pragmatic business reasons

some of that loyalty on the company’s

part has had to go away. The real 

question here is what we can do to 

fill that gap in compensation without 

simply throwing more dollars into 

the situation. What I have seen 

is that highly motivated employees 

make the difference. They appreciate

the compensation, and they appreciate

the loyalty, but what they’re really

looking for is challenge—an opportu-

nity to make a difference—and some

form of recognition for having made a

difference. And that recognition does

not have to be dollars. That’s where I

think the industry can go a long way

toward replacing the compensation

that had been company loyalty toward

the employee.

Pond: If you want to see a micro-

cosm of the future, build a plant in

Singapore. Singapore is a city–state.

Everybody lives in a house. They 

don’t have to move at all and they 

can work for 50 different chemical 

companies. The pension is portable.

The Singaporean government manages

your pension for you. So you can get 

up and go anywhere you want. The 

pay is roughly the same. How do you

keep employees in Singapore? Many are

young, fired up and want to move along

pretty quickly. We’re building a plant in

Singapore, and we have a laboratory in

Singapore. Maybe we’re early on the

curve, and we’ll discover it’s not going

to hold but there is a lot of job-

hopping. What we’ve found is some of

the things you’re saying—recognition,
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‘If you want to see the future, build a plant in
Singapore. People don’t have to move to work for 
50 different chemical companies. The pension is
portable.’—David Pond, Eastman Chemical Co.
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being a part of something that’s got

lots of action and happenings, giving

people responsibilities. But once you’re

past the big growth, how do you keep

people in today’s world? People that

have come to us from other companies

say mainly that they like the family

feeling—the feeling that management

is paying attention to the interest of

the employees. So, after all is said and

done, it could be we’re back to some of

these same things we’ve said before

from a generation back.

Information technology
Knox: How is information tech-

nology affecting the workplace and 

the bottom line?

Keesee: Studies say that the industry

has invested X billions of dollars in

information technology, and we haven’t

seen any productivity improvement.

That’s the dilemma. We have not been

able to demonstrate a direct correlation

between investment in information

technology and productivity improve-

ments. But I do think there has been

an improvement in productivity. The

next stage for information technology

has got to be on the plant floor. That’s

where I think information technology

is going to help us long-term. That’s

why we can run the plants with fewer

people. We don’t have to have all the

operators we used to have because 

we have information technology. But

qualifiably we have not yet been able 

to translate that into real productivity

improvement statistics.

Jacob: I think of IT as a tool, and you

can put it in the hands of the people

on the plant floor but unless they

embrace it in a pretty aggressive quality-

management sense, you don’t necessarily

gain anything. Understanding how a

plant process is performing is essential.

But once you understand how it’s 

performed, unless you use that infor-

mation to make the right change, you

don’t gain what you bought.

Pond: There’s a difference in 

semantics here—it’s just data. It takes

a human being to turn it into informa-

tion—knowledge—something you’re

going to affect change with.

Li: I think information technology

has allowed small companies to compete

with big companies in a way that was

not possible in the past. It’s really

become a very level playing field.

Smith: In a way, our [larger] size lets

us be a little less aggressive and a little

less effective in utilizing these tools.

Some of the smaller companies that

would be against the wall—that don’t

have the infrastructure and don’t have

the inertia to change—have done some

very aggressive things with knowledge,

acquisition and exchange that have

helped them be competitive.

Stites: Speaking from the service

provider’s side I think we’ve probably

seen more of an impact. We’ve gone

from a people-based, service-based

organization to one that’s becoming

more capital intensive with significant

investments. With the use of 3-D

CAD, we’ve seen measurable impact on

the quality of the project and the cost

of the project. We’ve seen opportunities

to reduce process engineering by being

able to tap into the local workforce.

For example, doing detailed engineering

in India or in the Philippines, where

the cost is a half or perhaps a third of

the cost in the States. Information

technology has allowed us to do that.

So there are some real efficiencies 

that we have seen. I don’t think the

potential has been fully realized.

And most of it, in my opinion, is in 

knowledge management and enterprise

resource management.

Beaver: I think the promise of

productivity gains is frequently over-

stated. I also think the promise of

competitive advantage—for example

with SAP or any sort of an enterprise-

wide system—is more of a defensive

issue. It’s a fact that you don’t really

save that much. You really don’t get the

advantage, but boy if your competitors

have done it, you had better do it.

Stites: There have been movable

gains. Often times they may be 

counted two or three times from 

different perspectives. Whatever gains

are realized clearly are offset by 

additional cost. It’s not inexpensive 

to implement this.

Jacob: At the plant floor level,

where we have data acquisition 

systems in hand, the one thing I’ve 

seen over the past 20 years and I 

worry about is our engineers’ ability 

to think about what is going on from a

physical standpoint. The folks coming

out of school today are so good with
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computers that they latch onto 

process data without thinking about

the underlying physics or chemistry.

In that sense it’s a little more a curse

than a blessing. How do we reverse

that trend? It’s easier said than done.

Bell: I think that we have benefited

tremendously [from IT] in supply

chain management. I think there

would be no argument about a really

strong relationship between what we

put into it and the money we’re making

from it—also in process control,

which is another topic for discussion.

In everything else, I think it’s a lot 

less clear.

Smith: We all want to believe 

that somehow the next system we

install is going to be that real good 

productivity tool, but all the years I’ve

been around our IT budget has never

gone down and the number of people

working in it has never gone down.

Maybe we’re better able to compete

because we’ve done what everybody

else has done, but the fact is that if

you measure productivity by putting

something in and I took some cost out

of the IT budget, it just never happens.
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It goes up every year. The complexity

goes up every year. But if you ask 

me, “Is the next one really going 

to drive the productivity?” It’d be 

wonderful. Sure I’d believe it, because

we want to believe it. But the reality is

it doesn’t work out that way. If there is

productivity, it’s showing up someplace

else in your business, and we can’t even

measure it.

Keesee: That’s what I’m saying. It

doesn’t show up in the IT budget,

unfortunately. It has to show up else-

where because it’s a tool and, therefore,

if you’re giving a tool to some other

department, you should help make

that department more efficient. It is

ironic that we have not been able, as an

industry, to measure it across the

board. So we keep investing because

fundamentally we all believe that it

makes sense.

Stites: I agree with the observations

about not really seeing a lot of bottom

line impact of information technology,

but I struggle when I look at it from an

intuitive perspective. We used to have 

a mailroom. We used to have a copy

center. We used to have a graphic arts

department. We used to have an army

of draftsmen who simply took the

information from the engineers and

translated it. Those people are gone.

Those functions are gone. Right now

the engineers are doing that or an

administrative assistant has taken 

care of all of that. Where has that cost

benefit gone?

Keesee: We believe that it is there.

Smith: We believe that it’s there.

Beaver: I don’t feel that way at all.

I think all of that stuff is still there—

now it’s just distributed.

Jacob: I still think some of the 

savings is there. The guy that sits in 

the office next to me was supposed to

go to a start-up in our plant in Belgium.

He didn’t go. He had everything on 

his desk. He could actually access the

process control computers from his

desk and watch how the plants operate.
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He didn’t have to make the trip. He’s

happier because he gets to spend time

at home with his family. He still makes

the same contribution for the job he is

doing. That’s a tangible benefit.

Changes in buying
Knox: Are changes occurring in the 

buying process with equipment suppliers?

Pond: E-commerce is coming. That

means a lot of things to a lot of people,

but basically much more of the profit is

going out of many products as you buy

on line. And just because we’re used to

buying consumer goods online doesn’t

mean that it’s going to be any less

intense on virtually anything you want

to buy—chemicals, a piece of equip-

ment. Bidding around the world,

there’ll be no secrets, no place to hide

extra profits, I predict. I think it’s going

to have an increased, profound effect

on the chemical industry, because the

knowledge will be much more generally

and widely known. It’ll take more of

the profit out for whoever is selling.

Beaver: The real death of the salesman.

Keesee: Or the redefinition of a

salesman—there will be fewer salesman,

and they will have a different role.

Bell: No room for schmoozing.

Our relationships with our suppliers

and our customers of equipment are

much tighter than they were. We strive

to be seamless. The path has shortened

considerably in terms of number of

people and time. We do not have, in

many cases, the engineering resources

to investigate every possible vendor of

every kind of piece of equipment and

do a thorough sort of old line, tradi-

tional vendor survey. Consequently, in

many cases we are relying on equip-

ment suppliers to provide us with

know-how that previously we would

either learn ourselves as each job went

on, or we’d have some corporate per-

son, actually like me, that would know

that. So there is a role for the salesman.

There is an enhanced role for the sales-

man in that kind of case where you’re

selling a technical product that the cus-

tomer only has an intermittent use for.

That’s changed a lot. On the other

hand, a separate issue is whether or not

the industrial companies are expecting
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the suppliers of equipment and process

technology to pick up the ball and

whether or not the suppliers are ready

to take that ball. That can cause a lot 

of difficulty because they’re under the

same pressures as operating companies

where the prices are being pushed

down and they can’t afford to have 

that expert.

Smith: I don’t know if you would

consider alliances to be new or not.

They’ve been around for a while. If

you were to get an alliance going, the

only way as a customer that I could pay

less and a supplier could make more is

find out what the wasted cost and

effort is between us and work to get

that eliminated. That opens up a lot

more information than you ever had.

So whether it’s through E-commerce

or an alliance, at some point you’ve got

to go to work on the extra cost that

neither of them has to incur to close

that transaction, all of which means

better information. So it is changing

dramatically. Where we used to get the

price and you’d take it or leave it, there’s

no more of that. You get in and start

discussing what is going on here, how

can we change, how can you change.

Eventually everybody is paying less and

ultiimately making as good as or more

money than they made before.

Pond: We have a number of prod-

ucts with distributed control systems,

of course, running the plants, and our

customer is tuned right in and every

day is seeing the performance of that

plant with his product. When we have

a good day they see that and when we

have a bad day they see. So information

technology is going to unveil every-

thing over time.

Smith: What goes with that is the

replenishment style of operation,

where instead of placing the orders 

we provide a production plan. They see

what our production consumption is;

we pay based on the end lot disposition

of our product, not by the stuff coming

in. When you’re all done, there is still a

cost of carrying that inventory and it’s

placed one way or the other.

Stites: The “value creation” approach
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represents a change in mind-set on the

supplier’s part. Instead of a company

like ours thinking we have to deliver 

a project to you, we have to change 

the mind-set to having to deliver the

ultimate product coming out of the

facility. That changes the mind-set and

then we start thinking from the 

perspective of how do we create value—

real business value to the owner 

and receive compensation based on 

the value created, as opposed to 

compensation based on cost. I think

that’s a major challenge. I think owners,

contractors and suppliers working

together is the only way that you’ll see

that value created.

Knox: Is life-cycle assessment part of

the thinking as you move toward alliances

or changing the role of suppliers.

Bell: The concept of life-cycle costing

is sound—it’s irrefutable, really. But

shorter-term economic concerns have

really made that a difficult thing to

implement in many, many cases. Part of

it is that many people have an inherent

need to go shopping. In many of the

other smaller cases, and we had a lot 

of these alliances, we found that it was

too difficult to implement the life-cycle

cost concept and maybe our premise

was wrong. Engineers tend to think for

the long haul, and business directions

are not thinking over such a long 

perspective. Maybe they’re right.

Jacob: Good idea—not enough

data. I think it’s still something that’s

on our plate. On big items that you are

using a lot of, such as pumps, motors,

heat exchangers—things like that—it

tends to work pretty well. The other

thing you’ve got to get around is the

project manager equals “God”syndrome.

The project manager says, “I’m the

project manager, I get to make the

decisions on this project and I want to

buy from X.”

Smith: Preferred supplier alliance—

that’s certainly something that is 

happening. But you still have some 

of those same things. We buy a lot 

of glass light reactors. We’ve got a 

preferred supplier arrangement. The

project manager gets whistled a low bid

from somebody who isn’t a preferred

supplier on a project and squabbling

breaks out. But on those items where

you are buying a lot of things, and

you’ve got a steady need for it and 

a steady need for spares, alliances 

are pretty good.

• Look for more from the Advisory 

Board’s roundtable in the July issue of

Chemical Processing. 
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